Dear Supervisors:
I was shocked and most disappointed to learn there is even a remote possibility
that many hundreds of thousands of people in Los Angeles County might be
forced to move to a new district. In my opinion, this would be a tremendous
mistake as each group, individual, and supervisor would have to waste countless
hours developing new relationships.
This is especially true for those of us in the Fourth District who are very happy
with the services we receive. It would take much time and effort to re-establish
such a fine, cooperative team effort. For example, for many years Disabled
Resources Center has expanded its close relationship with Supervisor Don Knabe.
He understands the needs of the people with disabilities whom we serve and
makes certain that their special needs are properly recognized and addressed.
Furthermore, for several years he has helped us financially to ensure that the
people with disabilities in his district are well served.
He has helped us secure a handicapped equipped van and provided funds for
special projects. He also attends our special events and makes certain that we
are well represented in other organizations that care about the people with
disabilities. We would be lost without his strong support.
I understand the census has forced some changes in the districts. My plea is
that those changes be as minimal as possible to make the least impact on the
lives of those who depend on the services of the respective supervisors. There is
no need to re-invent the wheel when the wheel is running smoothly. The
present system is working well. It makes certain that the people who depend on
it are getting the best service possible. Let this great service continue!
Yours truly,
Dolores Nason
Executive Director

From:
Sent:
To:

JACK C MOORE
Friday, July 29, 2011 5:55 PM
CommServ

Dear Supervisors,My name is Jack C. Moore a Resident of Rowland Heights for 35 years and I urge you to support
and vote yes on a4.We need to keep our communites,Diamond bar,Walnut and Rowland Heights in Don Knabe's
District and not split these cities up.
Thanks for your Consideration'
Respectfully,
Jack C. Moore
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From:
To:
Subject:

CommServ
Mike McCoy
RE: Mcc

The proposed boundaries a-2 retain marina del rey in the fourth supervisorial district represented by don knabe.
Any change in the boundaries will place an extreme hardship on us here at the marina city club in Marina Del Rey.
Mike and Cindy McCoy
Residents and owners
---------------------------------Sent using BlackBerry
PLEASE VISIT <http://www.brileyco.com/email_disclaimer.php> FOR LEGAL DISCLOSURES and VISIT
<http://www.brileyco.com/disclosures.php> FOR RESEARCH DISCLOSURES.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Raymond Chan
Sunday, July 31, 2011 9:05 PM
CommServ
Regarding redistricting LA county

Dear LA county supervisors,
I urge you to approve the A-2 plan because A-2 Plan makes much better sense over the S-1 plan. A-2 plan is
more beneficial to the residents of Rowland Heights. We do not want to see our neighborhoods and communities split
up.
Again, please approve the A-2 plan. Thank you.
A resident of Rowland Heights
Patricia Louie
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sunday, July 31, 2011 7:52 PM
CommServ
A-2 Plan Approval

Dear LA county supervisors,
I urge you to approve the A-2 plan because A-2 Plan makes much better sense over the S-1 plan. A-2 plan is
more beneficial to the residents of Rowland Heights.
Again, please approve the A-2 plan. Thank you.
Rowland Heights resident
Raymond Chan
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